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REPLY TO COMMENT Medical Science in the Light of the Holocaust: Reply to a Biased Reading Eva Hedfors As scrutiny by peers fosters accuracy and progress, the critical comments launched at my paper (Hedfors, 2008) are welcome. The 13 signers of the comment (Amsterdamska et al., 2008) represent different disciplines, mainly within the humanities. Though diverging in scholarly interest and focus, they are united, and many also known, by their interest in the life and work of Ludwik Fleck. I am not only familiar with their work, but have also greatly benefited from it, as is amply illustrated by my frequent references – though, as always in scholarly endeavours, our opinions or interpretations sometimes diverge. Because their undeniably grave accusations, if left standing unopposed, might seem devastating for my paper, I would like to make some comments to clarify certain issues and correct possible misreadings. As Amsterdamska et al. read my paper, I am accused of claiming that Fleck ‘became a willing and eager participant in Ding’s murderous enterprise’ and ‘was willingly involved in Nazi medical experiments’ (p. 938), and of proposing that ‘Fleck himself admits in his 1946 paper that he participated in Ding’s murderous experiments’ (p. 939). They also allege that I see ‘definite proof of Fleck’s active involvement in Ding’s typhus experiments’ (p. 939), and they conclude with a lament about: Hedfors’ own neglect of key historical sources, and her apparent unwillingness to get in touch with scholars who studied Fleck’s life and work and could have directed her to these sources. Even more regrettably, this neglect of the relevant historical evidence led to an unsubstantiated accusation of a prisoner of a concentration camp (whoever he may be) of a willing and even enthusiastic participation in Nazi murderous experiments on humans. (Amsterdamska et al., 2008: 941)



None of the above claims are supported by page references to my paper, and I would argue that an unbiased reader would not find any passages in Social Studies of Science 38/6 (December 2008) 945–950 © SSS and SAGE Publications (Los Angeles, London, New Delhi and Singapore) ISSN 0306-3127 DOI: 10.1177/0306312708098610 www.sagepublications.com Downloaded from http://sss.sagepub.com at CORNELL UNIV on December 6, 2008
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that paper to support those claims. Amsterdamska et al., however, rhetorically ask, as if the above were true, ‘What choice did they [the Buchenwald prisoners] have?’ Drawing on Balachowsky’s evidence, they add that the prisoners ‘had to carry out to the letter the orders that were given or be killed’ (p. 941), hypothesizing that ‘a prisoner’s refusal to carry out orders (a behaviour that put their life in immediate danger) was unlikely to diminish Ding’s experimental zeal’ (p. 941). These very conditions also are, if less eloquently, described in my paper: The papers discussed above corroborate the conviction that scientifically negligent Germans in charge of Buchenwald used medically or otherwise qualified prisoners not only to accomplish their own murderous experiments, but also to satisfy their academic vanity. There is ample evidence that highly qualified individuals were forced to submit to the power relations within places such as Buchenwald. (Hedfors, 2008: 275)



Early in their comment, Amsterdamska et al. (2008: 937) claim that ‘Hedfors also hints that one of Fleck’s aims in promoting his views on science as a social endeavour was to legitimate his own scientifically weak and ethically suspicious research.’1 This sweeping generalization is difficult to refute, and the difficulty is further increased when quotes, taken from different contexts, are put together with texts written for different purposes. Early in my studies, while reviewing Fleck’s meticulously outlined bibliography, two Polish papers caught my attention, and I quickly realized that they would be relevant for my own, or anyone else’s, scholarly work on Fleck. Though the titles, translated as ‘Some Observations and Experiments from the Field of Typhus Fever’, and ‘On the Question of Medical Experiments on Humans’, as well as the years of publication, 1946 and 1948, were intriguing, the papers were not yet translated. The latter paper has been adduced in the literature in support of the alleged moral commitment of Fleck (cf. Hedfors, 2008: 277; 280, n. 39).2 The 1948 paper is also discussed in a previous publication (Hedfors, 2007b) and the one from 1946 is discussed in my presently debated paper (2008). The focus of my investigation is on the publicly available post-war publications by prisoners in Block 50 in Buchenwald, which I use to identify differences and similarities in their recollections of shared events. Thus, the two post-war papers by Fleck (1946a,b) are included. The former, as mentioned above, has previously not been translated or discussed. The latter, which has been long available in German and English translations, has been differently treated in the scholarly literature (cf. Hedfors, 2008: 260). Further included is the previously known, though never comparatively contextualized or criticized, paper by Waitz and Ciepielowski (1946) and also Kogon’s well-known account from 1946.3 Finally, the four war-time publications, none hitherto scrutinized with two having been newly retrieved, of Ding-Schuler, SS leader of Block 50 and of the experiments in Block 46, have been studied. Thus, the accusation of ‘a selective reading of secondary sources’ seems invalid. Also, as has been repeatedly stressed in the scholarly literature (for example, see Hedfors, 2008: 261), Fleck’s (1946b) paper on Downloaded from http://sss.sagepub.com at CORNELL UNIV on December 6, 2008
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the Buchenwald collective is remarkable. Had its now identified members been known, it would probably have generated writings other than the ones so far published (see Hedfors, 2008: 266). My cautiously framed suggestion that Fleck’s accounts differ from the accounts given by his fellow prisoners should be read against this background Waitz and Ciepielowski, the latter included in Fleck’s description of the Buchenwald collective (p. 266ff.), wrote their account, which was published in Presse Medicale (1946), as witness for the future at a time when few wanted to listen4 (see also Hedfors, 2008: 283). Kogon was commissioned by the victorious allies, and his comprehensive publication was immediately acknowledged, though sometimes questioned, as being of great importance for future research (see Hedfors, 2008: 278, n. 12; 266ff.). Again, the reason for Fleck’s (1946b) post-war accounts remains enigmatic except for furthering his theses expounded in his pre-war German monograph5 or his own scientific career (Fleck, 1946a). Ding-Schuler’s publications, mostly written by Kogon and Ciepielowski (cited in Hedfors [2008: 267]), complement, verify and transcend the different accounts given by the prisoners. What seems problematic, historically and in terms of scholarship, in the account of Amsterdamska et al. (2008) is that certain rules seem to apply to some prisoners, notably Fleck, but not to others. No one seems to view Kogon, or Ciepielowski, as Nazi collaborators for writing up the papers later published under Ding’s name. Their accounts are taken to witness a brute reality, as well as strong resistance and determination to survive. Balachowsky, on the other hand, seems to be both derogatively rejected and adduced. In line with the assertion by Amsterdamska et al. (2008: 941), that ‘to uncover what “really” happened there’ may be an impossible task, I have not attempted to solve the question by attempting to disentangle, or put together, bits and pieces retrieved from undeniably questionable or incomplete sources, written at different times, in distinct contexts and with specific purposes as, which is also acknowledged, for the majority of prisoners only bits and pieces were known, and suspicions and unsupported rumours dominated (p. 268). Instead, I have focused on how the prisoners, in papers made publicly available after the war, chose to deal with their shared wartime experiences including the data they managed to retrieve, as exemplified by Fleck (1946a) or Waitz and Ciepielowski (see Hedfors 2008: 274ff.). However, when discussing Ding-Schuler’s experiments and papers, Amsterdamska et al. criticize my use of the notion of ‘pseudoscience’, ‘without clearly defining her understanding of this analytical and historicalinterpretative designation’. In contrast to their claim, I provide a definition in an extensive footnote (p. 279, n. 37), which conforms with the definition employed at the 1946–1947 doctors’ trials in Nuremberg, which marked the origin of the contentious issues concerning ends and means or value of science and scientific data debated ever since (cf. Hedfors 2007b). Thus, the note also accounts for the lingering doubts about the possible value of the experiments (see also p. 271 and p. 279, n. 27). Downloaded from http://sss.sagepub.com at CORNELL UNIV on December 6, 2008
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An additional accusation refers to my use of the concept ‘Nazi science’, which thereby ‘corroborates without critical reflection a post-war characterization that has been widely questioned by historians of Nazi science and medicine in the last 15 years’ (Amsterdamska et al., 2008: 938). As should be clearly evident, my discussion is restricted to the undertakings in Buchenwald as discussed by former prisoners. Thus the majority of references to this notion are to its use by other writers (see, for example, pp. 260ff., 271, 280). What is of interest is the unanimous disclosure by the prisoners, some of whom were highly qualified, of the worthlessness of the putative science in Buchenwald (p. 275). Fleck, though caustic in his 1946b paper about the academic credit accorded to Ding (Hedfors, 2008: 275), is silent on the issue (p. 265). Nor does he question it in his 1946a paper. The contentious issue of Nazi science, and the historians’ worries ‘during the last 15 years’, adduced by Amsterdamska et al. (p. 938), exposes an important issue. Of central interest and importance for the debate is their perhaps unreflective assertion that ‘[r]esearchers interested in Fleck’s life and science provided many years ago a realistic assessment of his scientific achievements’ (p. 937), and that, ‘[h]istorians of science and medicine also are aware of the fact that Fleck’s scientific papers were as good – or as bad – as other average studies in his scientific domain’ (p. 937). In that connection, the critical, though often overlooked, question of how non-scientists acquire their knowledge of science could also be seen as representing one of the main issues addressed by Fleck in his monograph (1979). Interested in the acclaim assigned to Fleck as a scientist by non-scientifically trained scholars, I undertook an evaluation of his scientific papers, which had been lacking (Hedfors, 2007a), and attempted to account for a more restrained picture of his scientific accomplishments. This effort squares with Fleck’s own account of the restricted possibilities for evaluating science available to those not trained in science or familiar with the discipline, confined as they are to simplified popularized accounts including apodictic statements (1979: 112ff.). Thus, any evaluation of science has to include scrutiny of primary data available to scientists knowledgeable of the fields in question (cf. Lindenmann [2002] and Berger [1990], discussed on p. 282 and p. 280, respectively, in my paper). Some additional comments seem appropriate: the reason why Fleck’s answer to ‘Balachowsky’s allegation’, though well known and repeatedly retold, has not been included is given in my paper (Hedfors, 2008: 279, n. 24). Further, there is no inherent contradiction in retrospectively asking for an attestation as ‘respected by other prisoners’ as, in the account of Amsterdamska et al., which was what Fleck resorted to (p. 940), and in an earlier, most probably restricted post-war Polish publication (Fleck 1946b), presenting these, or other, prisoners condescendingly or fallaciously (cf. Waitz & Ciepielowski [1946], and n 20).6 Nor is there any contradiction between accepting ends and rejecting means or, though rejecting means, benefiting from data provided by the means – the lasting issue attended to already in Nuremberg (Hedfors, 2007b).
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To summarize, the accounts resulting from Fleck’s parallel work in Buchenwald, collecting data later employed to further private ends, differ from the ones provided by his fellow prisoners. Further, it seems to be well supported that the attempted production of anti-typhus vaccine in Buchenwald amounted to no more than coloured water (Hedfors, 2008: 275). Moreover, in none of the public accounts is there any mention of Fleck’s being involved in those failed attempts. Much of the above is supported by Ding-Schuler’s wartime publications, of great scholarly interest in their own right. His paper (1945), reflecting and corroborating the hardship of the Buchenwald collective accounted for by Fleck (1946b), is rather technical and thus difficult reading for the nonscientifically trained. A comparative reading of all the above adduced papers is suggested. However, the details of the graphs on the Weil–Felix reaction, rescued by Waitz and Ciepielowski and inserted in their 1946 paper (cf. Hedfors, 2008: 274) and the ones of graphs on the issue in Fleck’s paper (1946a) might escape the notice of a non-scientist reader. Wishful thinking is antithetical to scholarly writing and historical studies do not benefit by dichotomous simplification. The results of serious inquiry can never be foreseen, nor could mine – they were not even expected. Though painful to read or contemplate, they speak to the complexity of a painful past deserving scrutiny. This has been the justification for my publishing the data.



Notes 1.



2. 3.



4. 5. 6.



The possible psychological incentive for Fleck’s writing captured in the above claim is, except for deliberations on ethics, suggested in an early paper by Freudenthal and Löwy (see Hedfors, 2006, 2007c). It should be noted that Fleck’s 1948 paper was written after his stay in Nuremberg (cf. Hedfors 2007b). See Hedfors [2008: 264, 266ff]. The different editions of Kogon’s Der SS-Staat, that is, the repeated German editions, an English translation and an extensive edition put together by the Swedish military authorities have been cross-read. My references refer to the first German edition printed in 1946 in Stockholm. Cf. Nyiszli (1993 [1946]: 282). The monograph was unknown in Poland. Ding-Schuler committed suicide before standing trial in Nuremberg. The prisoners’ prior assent to witness in his favour is known from the writings of Amsterdamska et al. (cf. p. 268, n 19).



References Amsterdamska, Olga, C. Bonah, C. Borck, J. Fehr, M. Hagner, M. Klinberg. et al. (2008) ‘Medical Science in the Light of a Flawed Study of the Holocaust: A Comment on Eva Hedfors’ Paper on Ludwik Fleck’, Social Studies of Science 38(6): 937–44. Berger, R.L. (1990) ‘Nazi Science: The Dachau Hypothermia Experiments’, New England Journal of Medicine 322: 1435–40. Ding-Schuler, Erwin (Schuler, vormals Ding) (1945) ‘Direkte Anzüchtung der Ricksettsia prowazekii auf Kaninchenlungen mit Meerschweinchen-Hirnsuspension [Direct Culture of Rickettsia prowazekii from Rabbit Lungs with Guinea Pig Brain Suspension]’, Zeitschrift für Immunitätsforschung und experimentelle Therapie, Heft 6, Bd 105: 460–71.
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